Shcherbinsky K. S. Organization of interaction of operational and investigation units of the National police during pre-trial investigation of robberies committed by minors. The article is devoted to the investigation of procedural, legal, organizational and tactical forms of interaction between operational and investigation units of the National Police during pre-trial investigation of robberies committed by minors. The content of the interaction of the investigator with the operational units during the pre-trial investigation of robbery committed by minors is usually conditioned by the investigative situation. Only in the light of the situation prevailing during the investigation, it is possible to choose the most effective tactical receptions and complexes in the concrete case, to determine the expediency of the optimal operational-search capabilities and operations, to choose the scope of such a combination.

In the process of interaction between investigators and operational units, such forms of cooperation and joint activities, which are not explicitly mentioned in the law, often arise and are formed, they can be regarded as non-procedural. They in turn can be differentiated into organizational and tactical ones. Such forms are inextricably linked to procedural ones, which derive from them, but are of independent importance in the organization of interaction in the process of investigating crimes in particular robberies committed by minors. These forms of interaction, as a rule, are based on departmental and interagency legal acts.

The effectiveness of the interaction between the operational and investigative units of the National Police during the pre-trial investigation of robbery committed by minors depends on the skillful combination of the procedural, legal, organizational and tactical forms of interaction between the investigating and operational units of the National Police in practice, and the maximum optimization of these forms will provide the desired results that will be manifested. in the prevention, detection and investigation of criminal offenses, will contribute to increasing the effectiveness of operational-search counteraction to robbery committed by minors, the law of attraction to the responsibility of the perpetrators, restore violated rights and interests of citizens and legal entities.
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